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Mask Set Errata for Mask 2M25V
Revision History
This report applies to mask 2M25V for these products:

• MPC560xS

• MPC5602S

• MPC5604S

• MPC5606S

Table 1. Revision History

Revision Date Significant Changes

5 8/2022 The following errata were revised.

• ERR011235

• ERR007394

4 1/2022 The following errata were revised.

• ERR050459

• ERR050575

3 8/2021 The following errata were added.

• ERR009682

• ERR003010

• ERR006726

• ERR004168

• ERR006976

• ERR050459

• ERR007274

• ERR011235

• ERR007394

• ERR009764

• ERR009976

• ERR003556

• ERR009978

• ERR006082

• ERR010755

• ERR005569

• ERR050575

• ERR011295

Table continues on the next page...
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Table 1. Revision History (continued)

Revision Date Significant Changes

• ERR011294

• ERR007688

• ERR011293

• ERR007120

• ERR007953

• ERR007322

• ERR008951

The following errata were revised.

• ERR003570

• ERR002656

2 11/2011 The following errata were added.

• ERR003570

1 11/2011 Errata revision 23 August 2011

Initial Revision

Errata and Information Summary
Table 2. Errata and Information Summary

Erratum ID Erratum Title

ERR004168 ADC: Abort switch aborts the ongoing injected channel as well as the upcoming normal channel

ERR003010 ADC: conversion chain failing after ABORT chain

ERR005569 ADC: The channel sequence order will be corrupted when a new normal conversion chain is
started prior to completion of a pending normal conversion chain

ERR003194 ADC: Using the PIT trigger to start a conversion does not work under certain clock combination.

ERR003442 CMU monitor: FXOSC/FIRC and FMPLL/FIRC relation

ERR003449 DEBUG: Device may hang due to external or 'functional' reset while using debug handshaking
mechanism

ERR003110 Debugging functionality could be lost when unsecuring a secured device.

ERR003556 DMA_MUX : Low Power Entry may not be completed when peripherals run on divided clock
with DMA enabled mode

ERR003230 DSPI: Correct usage for Tx FIFO when continuous clock mode is enabled

ERR009976 DSPI: Incorrect data received by master with Modified transfer format enabled when using
Continuous serial communication clock mode

ERR001082 DSPI: set up enough ASC time when MTFE=1 and CPHA=1

Table continues on the next page...
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Table 2. Errata and Information Summary (continued)

Erratum ID Erratum Title

ERR010755 DSPI: Transmit and Receive FIFO fill flags in status register is not cleared when DMA is
improperly configured

ERR011235 EMIOS: Any Unified Channel running in OPWMB or OPWMCB mode may function improperly if
the source counter bus is generated by Unified channel in MC mode

ERR050575 eMIOS: Any Unified Channel running in OPWMCB mode may function improperly if the lead or
trail dead time insertion features is used and its timebase is generated by Unified channel in
MCB mode

ERR011293 EMIOS: For any UC operating in OPWFMB mode the Channel Count register should not be
written with a value greater than Channel B Data register value

ERR011295 EMIOS: In OPWFMB mode, A1/B1 registers do not get reloaded with A2/B2 register values if
counter value returns 0x1 after counter wrap condition

ERR011294 EMIOS: OPWFMB and MCB mode counter rollover resets the counter to 0x0 instead of 0x1 as
mentioned in the specification

ERR009978 eMIOS: Unexpected channel flag assertion during GPIO to MCB mode transition

ERR003324 FIRC - FIRC_CTL[TRIM] does not display correct trim value after reset

ERR002656 FlexCAN: Abort request blocks the CODE field

ERR007322 FlexCAN: Bus Off Interrupt bit is erroneously asserted when soft reset is performed while
FlexCAN is in Bus Off state

ERR003407 FlexCAN: CAN Transmitter Stall in case of no Remote Frame in response to Tx packet with
RTR=1

ERR002685 FlexCAN: Module Disable Mode functionality not described correctly

ERR008951 I2C: Attempting a start cycle while the bus is busy may generate a short clock pulse

ERR003021 LINFlex: Unexpected LIN timeout in slave mode

ERR006082 LINFlexD : LINS bits in LIN Status Register(LINSR) are not usable in UART mode.

ERR007274 LINFlexD: Consecutive headers received by LIN Slave triggers the LIN FSM to an unexpected
state

ERR003219 MC_CGM: System clock may stop for case when target clock source stops during clock
switching transition

ERR007394 MC_ME: Incorrect mode may be entered on low-power mode exit.

ERR003202 MC_ME: Invalid Configuration not flagged if PLL is on while OSC is off.

ERR003269 MC_ME: Peripheral clocks may get incorrectly disabled or enabled after entering debug mode

ERR003570 MC_ME: Possibility of Machine Check on Low-Power Mode Exit

ERR006976 MC_ME: SAFE mode not entered immediately on hardware-triggered SAFE mode request
during STOP0 mode

ERR003060 MC_RGM: SAFE mode exit may be possible even though condition causing the SAFE mode
request has not been cleared

Table continues on the next page...
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Table 2. Errata and Information Summary (continued)

Erratum ID Erratum Title

ERR007953 ME: All peripherals that will be disabled in the target mode must have their interrupt flags
cleared prior to target mode entry

ERR006726 NPC: MCKO clock may be gated one clock period early when MCKO frequency is programmed
as SYS_CLK/8.and gating is enabled

ERR007120 NZxC3: DQTAG implemented as variable length field in DQM message

ERR007688 RTC: An API interrupt may be triggered prematurely after programming the API timeout value

ERR009764 SARADC : DMA interface limitation depending on PBRIDGE/SARADC clock ratio

ERR003326 SIRC - SIRC_CTL[TRIM] does not display correct trim value after reset

ERR009682 SPI: Inconsistent loading of shift register data into the receive FIFO following an overflow event

ERR003119 SWT: SWT interrupt does not cause STOP0 mode exit

ERR050459 SXOSC: Clock output may contain extra clock pulses in Normal mode
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Known Errata
ERR009682: SPI: Inconsistent loading of shift register data into the receive FIFO following an
overflow event

Description

In the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) module, when both the receive FIFO and shift register are full (Receive FIFO Overflow Flag
bit in Status Register is set (SR [RFOF] = 0b1)) and then the Clear Rx FIFO bit in Module Configuration Register (MCR [CLR_RXF])
is asserted to clear the receive FIFO, shift register data is loaded into the receive FIFO after the clear operation completes.

Workaround

1. Avoid a receive FIFO overflow condition (SR[RFOF] should never be 0b1). To do this, monitor the RX FIFO Counter field of
the Status Register (SR[RXCTR]) which indicates the number of entries in receive FIFO and clear before the counter equals the
FIFO depth.

2. Alternatively, after every receive FIFO clear operation (MCR[CLR_RXF] = 0b1) following a receive FIFO overflow (SR[RFOF]
= 0b1) scenario, perform a single read from receive FIFO and discard the read data.

ERR003010: ADC: conversion chain failing after ABORT chain

Description

During a chain conversion while the ADC is in scan mode when ADC_MCR[ABORTCHAIN] is asserted the current chain will be
aborted as expected. However, in the next scan the first conversion of the chain is performed twice and the last conversion of the
chain is not performed.

Workaround

When aborting a chain conversion enable ADC_MCR[ABORTCHAIN] and disable ADC_MCR[START].

ADC_MCR[START] can be enabled when the abort is complete.

ERR006726: NPC: MCKO clock may be gated one clock period early when MCKO frequency
is programmed as SYS_CLK/8.and gating is enabled

Description

The Nexus auxiliary message clock (MCKO) may be gated one clock period early when the MCKO frequency is programmed
as SYS_CLK/8 in the Nexus Port Controller Port Configuration Register (NPC_PCR[MCKO_DIV]=111) and the MCKO gating
function is enabled (NPC_PCR[MCKO_GT]=1). In this case, the last MCKO received by the tool prior to the gating will correspond
to the END_MESSAGE state. The tool will not receive an MCKO to indicate the transition to the IDLE state, even though the NPC
will transition to the IDLE state internally. Upon re-enabling of MCKO, the first MCKO edge will drive the Message Start/End Output
(MSEO=11) and move the tool's state to IDLE.

Workaround

Expect to receive the MCKO edge corresponding to the IDLE state upon re-enabling of MCKO after MCKO has been gated.
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ERR003060: MC_RGM: SAFE mode exit may be possible even though condition causing the
SAFE mode request has not been cleared

Description

A SAFE mode exit should not be possible as long as any condition that caused a SAFE mode entry is still active. However, if the
corresponding status flag in the RGM_FES register has been cleared, the SAFE mode exit may incorrectly occur even though the
actual condition is still active.

Workaround

Software must clear the SAFE mode request condition at the source before clearing the corresponding RGM_FES flag. This will
ensure that the condition is no longer active when the RGM_FES flag is cleared and thus the SAFE mode exit can occur under
the correct conditions.

ERR003570: MC_ME: Possibility of Machine Check on Low-Power Mode Exit

Description

When executing from the flash and entering a Low-Power Mode (LPM) where the flash is in low-power or power-down mode, 2-4
clock cycles exist at the beginning of the RUNx to LPM transition during which a wakeup or interrupt will generate a checkstop
due to the flash not being available on RUNx mode re-entry. This will cause either a checkstop reset or machine check interrupt.

Workaround

If the application must avoid the reset, two workarounds are suggested:

1) Configure the application to handle the machine check interrupt in RAM dealing with the problem only if it occurs

2) Configure the MCU to avoid the machine check interrupt, executing the transition into low power modes in RAM

There is no absolute requirement to work around the possibility of a checkstop reset if the application can accept the reset,
and associated delays, and continue. In this event, the WKPU.WISR will not indicate the channel that triggered the wakeup
though the F_CHKSTOP flag will indicate that the reset has occurred. The F_CHKSTOP flag could still be caused by other error
conditions so the startup strategy from this condition should be considered alongside any pre-existing strategy for recovering from
an F_CHKSTOP condition.

ERR004168: ADC: Abort switch aborts the ongoing injected channel as well as the upcoming
normal channel

Description

If an Injected chain (jch1,jch2,jch3) is injected over a Normal chain (nch1,nch2,nch3,nch4) the Abort switch does not behave
as expected.

Expected behavior:

Correct Case (without SW Abort on jch3): Nch1- Nch2(aborted) -Jch1 - Jch2 - Jch3 - Nch2(restored) - Nch3 - Nch4

Correct Case(with SW Abort on jch3): Nch1 - Nch2(aborted) -Jch1 - Jch2 - Jch3(aborted) - Nch2(restored) - Nch3 - Nch4

Observed unexpected behavior:

Fault1 (without SW abort on jch3): Nch1 - Nch2(aborted) - Jch1 - Jch2 - Jch3 - Nch3 - Nch4 (Nch2 not restored)

Fault2 (with SW abort on jch3): Nch1- Nch2 (aborted) - Jch1 - Jch2 - Jch3(aborted) - Nch4 (Nch2 not restored & Nch3
conversion skipped)
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Workaround

It is possible to detect the unexpected behavior by using the CEOCFRx register. The CEOCFRx fields will not be set for a
not restored or skipped channel, which indicates this issue has occurred. The CEOCFRx fields need to be checked before the
next Normal chain execution (in scan mode). The CEOCFRx fields should be read by every ECH interrupt at the end of every
chain execution.

ERR006976: MC_ME: SAFE mode not entered immediately on hardware-triggered SAFE
mode request during STOP0 mode

Description

If a SAFE mode request is generated by the Reset Generation Module (MC_RGM) while the chip is in STOP0 mode, the chip does
not immediately enter SAFE mode if STOP0 is configured as follows in the STOP0 Mode Configuration register (ME_STOP0_MC):

- the system clock is disabled (ME_STOP0_MC[SYSCLK] = 0b1111)

- the internal RC oscillator is enabled (ME_STOP0_MC[IRCON] = 0b1)

In this case, the chip will remain in STOP0 mode until an interrupt request or wakeup event occurs, causing the chip to return to
its previous RUNx mode, after which the still pending SAFE mode request will cause the chip to enter SAFE mode.

Workaround

There are two possibilities.

1. Configure the internal RC oscillator to be disabled during STOP0 mode (ME_STOP0_MC[IRCON] = 0b0) if the device
supports it.

2. Prior to entering STOP0 mode, configure all hardware-triggered SAFE mode requests that need to cause an immediate
transition from STOP0 to SAFE mode to be interrupt requests. This is done in the MC_RGM's ‘Functional' Event Alternate Request
register (RGM_FEAR).

ERR050459: SXOSC: Clock output may contain extra clock pulses in Normal mode

Description

The 32 kHz Slow External Crystal Oscillator (SXOSC) may generate an extra clock pulse per clock period when configured in
Normal mode using an external crystal. The SXOSC correctly generates positive clock edges aligned to the external crystal clock
transitions but an extra clock pulse may be generated near the positive edge of the clock waveform. The SXOSC interface to the
external crystal is not affected. This issue may only occur in the default Normal mode and operates as expected in Bypass mode
(i.e. OSC_CTL[OSCBYP]=1).

The SXOSC clock source may be selected as the clock source for the Real Time Counter and Autonomous Periodic Interrupt
(RTC/API) and also as the clock to be measured in the CMU Frequency Meter (via the CMU_FDR register). The RTC/API and
CMU Frequency Meter counters may get an extra clock per SXOSC clock period causing a higher than expected count (affecting
the calculated time or wakeup duration) or may theoretically cause a corrupted count value. The occurrence of the potential
clock pulse may vary from clock period to clock period ranging from no extra clock pulse to one extra clock pulse per period.
SXOSC may also be selected to be reflected to the CLKOUT pin. Worse case conditions to produce an extra clock pulse are
lower temperatures.

Workaround

Use the SXOSC in Bypass mode instead of Normal mode by setting OSC_CTL[OSCBYP]. Bypass mode does not support an
external crystal and thus an external clock source is needed.

Select other clock sources for the RTC/API and CMU Frequency Meter. The RTC/API supports other clock sources which include
the 128 kHZ Slow Internal RC Oscillator (SIRC), 16 MHz Fast Internal RC Oscillator (FIRC), and 4-16 MHz Fast External Crystal
Oscillator (FXOSC).
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ERR003324: FIRC - FIRC_CTL[TRIM] does not display correct trim value after reset

Description

The FIRC is trimmed during reset using a factory programmed value stored in flash. However after reset the trim value is not copied
to FIRCRC_CTL[TRIM] as one would expect. Any read of FIRCRC_CTL[TRIM] will read 0 and in all likelihood this will not be the
factory programmed value. Therefore any read-modify-write on the 32-bit register will set the FIRC to a trim value of 0 and not the
factory programmed value.

Workaround

As the lower 16-bits of FIRC_CTL register only contain the TRIM field it is recommended that if the user wishes to program any
other field they should only access the upper 16-bits of this register.

If the user wishes to calibrate the FIRC this should be performed using the CMU.

ERR003110: Debugging functionality could be lost when unsecuring a secured device.

Description

Providing the backdoor password via JTAG or via serial boot would unsecure the device, but on some devices may leave the
Nexus interface and potentially the CPUs in an undetermined state.

Normal operation without a debugger is unaffected, debugging unsecured devices is also unaffected.

Workaround

A second connection attempt may be successful.

Boot in serial mode (using the Flash password), then execute code which unsecures the device.(The JTAG interface needs to be
inactive while the unsecure happens.)

Implement a separate backdoor in application software. Once the software detects the custom backdoor sequence it can unlock
the device via Flash write.

Leave device unsecured for debugging.

ERR007274: LINFlexD: Consecutive headers received by LIN Slave triggers the LIN FSM to
an unexpected state

Description

As per the Local Interconnect Network (LIN) specification, the processing of one frame should be aborted by the detection of a
new header sequence and the LIN Finite State Machine (FSM) should move to the protected identifier (PID) state. In the PID state,
the LIN FSM waits for the detection of an eight bit frame identifier value.

In LINFlexD, if the LIN Slave receives a new header instead of data response corresponding to a previous header received, it
triggers a framing error during the new header's reception and returns to IDLE state.

Workaround

The following three steps should be followed -

1) Configure slave to Set the MODE bit in the LIN Time-Out Control Status Register (LINTCSR[MODE]) to '0'.

2) Configure slave to Set Idle on Timeout in the LINTCSR[IOT] register to '1'. This causes the LIN Slave to go to an IDLE state
before the next header arrives, which will be accepted without any framing error.

3) Configure master to wait for Frame maximum time (T Frame_Maximum as per LIN specifications) before sending the
next header.
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Note:

THeader_Nominal = 34 * TBit

TResponse_Nominal = 10 * (NData + 1) * TBit

THeader_Maximum = 1.4 * THeader_Nominal

TResponse_Maximum = 1.4 * TResponse_Nominal

TFrame_Maximum = THeader_Maximum + TResponse_Maximum

where TBit is the nominal time required to transmit a bit and NData is number of bits sent.

ERR002656: FlexCAN: Abort request blocks the CODE field

Description

An Abort request to a transmit Message Buffer (TxMB) can block any write operation into its CODE field. Therefore, the TxMB
cannot be aborted or deactivated until it completes a valid transmission (by winning the CAN bus arbitration and transmitting the
contents of the TxMB).

Workaround

Instead of aborting the transmission, use deactivation instead.

Note that there is a chance that the deactivated TxMB can be transmitted without setting IFLAG and updating the CODE field if
it is deactivated.

ERR011235: EMIOS: Any Unified Channel running in OPWMB or OPWMCB mode may
function improperly if the source counter bus is generated by Unified channel in MC mode

Description

The Unified channel (UC) configured in Center Aligned Output Pulse Width Modulation Buffered (OPWMCB) or Output Pulse
Width Modulation Buffered (OPWMB) modes is not working properly when it is sourced from the UC configured in Modulus
Counter (MC) mode by setting the channel control register MODE bitfield to 0x10 or 0x11 and any of its pre-scalers (internal or
global) divider ratio is higher than 1.

Workaround

When a counter bus is generated by the UC set in the MC mode with any pre-scaler (internal or global) divider ration higher than
1, don’t use this counter bus for the UC set in OPWMCB or OPWMB mode.

ERR007394: MC_ME: Incorrect mode may be entered on low-power mode exit.

Description

For the case when the Mode Entry (MC_ME) module is transitioning from a run mode (RUN0/1/2/3) to a low power mode
(HALT/STOP/STANDBY*) if a wake-up or interrupt is detected one clock cycle after the second write to the Mode Control
(ME_MCTL) register, the MC_ME will exit to the mode previous to the run mode that initiated the low power mode transition.

Example correct operation DRUN->RUN1-> RUN3->STOP->RUN3

Example failing operation DRUN->RUN1-> RUN3->STOP->RUN1

Note STANDBY mode is not available on all MPC56xx microcontrollers STANDBY mode is not available on all
MPC56xx microcontrollers
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Workaround

To ensure the application software returns to the run mode (RUN0/1/2/3) prior to the low power mode (HALT/STOP/STANDBY*)
it is required that the RUNx mode prior to the low power mode is entered twice.

The following example code shows RUN3 mode entry prior to a low power mode transition.

ME.MCTL.R = 0x70005AF0; /* Enter RUN3 Mode & Key */

ME.MCTL.R = 0x7000A50F; /* Enter RUN3 Mode & Inverted Key */

while (ME.GS.B.S_MTRANS) {} /* Wait for RUN3 mode transition to complete */

ME.MCTL.R = 0x70005AF0; /* Enter RUN3 Mode & Key */

ME.MCTL.R = 0x7000A50F; /* Enter RUN3 Mode & Inverted Key */

while (ME.GS.B.S_MTRANS) {} /* Wait for RUN3 mode transition to complete */

/* Now that run mode has been entered twice can enter low power mode */

/* (HALT/STOP/STANDBY*) when desired. */

ERR009764: SARADC : DMA interface limitation depending on PBRIDGE/SARADC clock ratio

Description

The Successive Approximation Register Analog-to-Digital Converter (SARADC) modules can trigger a Direct Memory Access
(DMA) request through the DMA Enable (DMAE) register interface.

When the SARADC clock (SAR_CLK) frequency is slower than half of the peripheral bridge (PBRIDGEx_CLK) clock frequency,
the SARADC may trigger a spurious transfer request to the DMA module after the completion of a first valid transfer.

Workaround

Setting the DMA clear sequence enable (DCLR) bit in the DMAE register (DMAE[DCLR] = 1) forces the clearing of the DMA
request on read access to the data register and therefore prevents the spurious DMA transfer request.

In case the Internal Channel Data Registers (ICDRn) are only accessed through DMA module (i.e. there are no bus accesses
to ICDRn registers triggered by other than DMA bus master when the DMAE[DMAEN] bit is set), it is possible to configure
DMAE[DCLR] bit to '1'. This will clear DMA transfer request on the first DMA read access, ensuring both that DMA triggered
transfer will complete successfully and that no other spurious DMA request will be triggered.

This work-around can be applied when any of below condition can be met:

- frequency ratio PBRIDGEx_CLK/SAR_CLK <= 8/3

- PBRIDGEx_CLK is 40MHz and SAR_CLK >= 14MHz

ERR009976: DSPI: Incorrect data received by master with Modified transfer format enabled
when using Continuous serial communication clock mode

Description

When the Deserial Serial Peripheral Interface (DSPI) module is configured as follows:

1. Master mode is enabled (Master/Slave Mode Select bit in Module Configuration Register is set (DSPI_MCR [MSTR] = 0b1))

2. Modified transfer format is enabled (Modified Transfer Format Enable bit in Module Configuration Register is set (DSPI_MCR
[MTFE] = 0b1))

3. Continuous serial communication clock mode is enabled (Continuous SCK Enable bit in Module Configuration Register is set
(DSPI_MCR [CONT_SCKE] = 0b1))
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In this configuration if the frame size of the current frame is greater than the frame size of the next received frame, corrupt frames
are received in two scenarios:

a) Continuous Peripheral Chip Select Enable bit in PUSH TX FIFO Register is set (DSPI_PUSHR [CONT] = 0b1)

b) DSPI_PUSHR [CONT] = 0b0 and lower significant bit of the frame is transferred first (LSB first bit in Clock and Transfer
Attributes Register is set (DSPI_CTAR [LSBFE] =0b1))

Workaround

To receive correct frames:

a) When DSPI_PUSHR [CONT] = 0b1, configure the frame size of the current frame less than or equal to the frame size of the
next frame (for all frames).

b) When DSPI_PUSHR [CONT] = 0b0, configure DSPI_CTAR [LSBFE] = 0b0. Alternatively, configure the frame size of the current
frame less than or equal to the frame size of the next frame (for all frames).

Make sure that for all received frames, the bits are read equal to their respective frame sizes and any extra bits during POP
operation are masked.

ERR003449: DEBUG: Device may hang due to external or 'functional' reset while using debug
handshaking mechanism

Description

If the low-power mode debug handshake has been enabled and an external reset or a 'functional' reset occurs while the device
is in a low-power mode, the device will not exit reset.

Workaround

The NPC_PCR[LP_DBG_EN] bit must be cleared to ensure the correct reset sequence.

ERR003556: DMA_MUX : Low Power Entry may not be completed when peripherals run on
divided clock with DMA enabled mode

Description

System may not enter into Low Power Mode (HALT/STOP/STANDBY) when all the below conditions are true simultaneously:

1.A Peripheral with DMA capability is programmed to work on divided clock.

2. Above peripheral is programmed to be stopped in Low Power Mode and active in RUN Mode.

3. Above Peripheral is active with DMA transfer while Software requests change to Low Power mode.

Workaround

Software should ensure that all the DMA enabled peripherals have completed their transfer before requesting Low Power
mode Entry

ERR009978: eMIOS: Unexpected channel flag assertion during GPIO to MCB mode transition

Description

When changing an Enhanced Modular IO Subsystem (eMIOS) channel mode from General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO)
to Modulus Counter Buffered (MCB) mode, the channel flag in the eMIOS Channel Status register (eMIOS_Sn[FLAG]) may
incorrectly be asserted. This will cause an unexpected interrupt or DMA request if enabled for that channel.
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Workaround

In order to change the channel mode from GPIO to MCB without causing an unexpected interrupt or DMA request, perform the
following steps:

(1) Clear the FLAG enable bit in the eMIOS Control register (eMIOS_Cn[FEN] = 0).

(2) Change the channel mode (eMIOS_Cn[MODE]) to the desired MCB mode.

(3) Clear the channel FLAG bit by writing '1' to the eMIOS Channel Status register FLAG field (eMIOS_Sn[FLAG] = 1).

(4) Set the FLAG enable bit (eMIOS_Cn[FEN] = 1) to re-enable the channel interrupt or DMA request reaction.

ERR006082: LINFlexD : LINS bits in LIN Status Register(LINSR) are not usable in UART
mode.

Description

When the LINFlexD module is used in the Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) mode, the LIN state bits
(LINS3:0]) in LIN Status Register (LINSR) always indicate the value zero. Therefore, these bits cannot be used to monitor the
UART state.

Workaround

LINS bits should be used only in LIN mode.

ERR010755: DSPI: Transmit and Receive FIFO fill flags in status register is not cleared when
DMA is improperly configured

Description

The Deserial/Serial Peripheral Interface Transmit and Receive First In/First Out (FIFO) buffers can request additional information
to be transferred via the Direct Memory Access (DMA) module when either the Transmit or Receive FIFO Fill/Drain Flags are set in
the DSPI Status Register (SR[TFFF/RFDF]). However, the Transmit Fill Flag indicates that at least 1 location each (2 bytes each)
in the Transmit and Command FIFOs is available to be written. It does not indicate that the FIFO is empty. Similarly, Receive FIFO
fill flag only indicates at least 1 location (2 bytes) of the FIFO is available to be read. It does not indicate that the FIFO is full. If
the DMA is configured to transfer more than 1 FIFO location size of data, the FIFO Fill/Drain Flags may not be properly cleared
indicating that the FIFO is not full even when the FIFO is actually full (for Transmit FIFO) and not empty when the FIFO is actually
empty (for Receive FIFO).

Workaround

Properly configure the DMA to fill/drain only 2 bytes to Transmit, Command and Receive FIFOs. Use the DMA loop to transfer
more data if needed.

ERR003230: DSPI: Correct usage for Tx FIFO when continuous clock mode is enabled

Description

If the FIFO is enabled with continuous Serial Communication Clock (SCK) mode, a change in SCK frequency may occur if the Tx
FIFO is not cleared and the Clock and Transfer Attributes Register 0 (CTAR0) is not used.

Workaround

When in continuous SCK mode, always use CTAR0 for the SPI transfer and always clear the TX-FIFO using the Clear TX FIFO
(CLR_TXF) field of the Module Configuration Register (MCR) before initiating transfer.
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ERR003442: CMU monitor: FXOSC/FIRC and FMPLL/FIRC relation

Description

Functional CMU monitoring can only be guaranteed when the following conditions are met:

- FXOSC frequency must be greater than (FIRC / 2^RCDIV) + 0.5MHz in order to guarantee correct FXOSC monitoring

- FMPLL frequency must be greater than (FIRC / 4) + 0.5MHz in order to guarantee correct FMPLL monitoring

Workaround

Refer to description

ERR003119: SWT: SWT interrupt does not cause STOP0 mode exit

Description

While in STOP0 mode, if the SWT is configured to generate an interrupt and the system clock is disabled
(ME_STOP0_MC[SYSCLK] = 0xF), a SWT interrupt event will not trigger an exit from STOP0 mode.

Other internal or external wakeup events (RTC, API, WKUP pins) are not affected and will trigger a STOP0 exit independent of
the ME_STOP0_MC[SYSCLK] configuration.

Workaround

If a SWT interrupt is to be used to wake the device during STOP0 mode, software may not disable the system clock
(ME_STOP0_MC[SYSCLK] != 0xF).

ERR002685: FlexCAN: Module Disable Mode functionality not described correctly

Description

Module Disable Mode functionality is described as the FlexCAN block is directly responsible for shutting down the clocks for both
CAN Protocol Interface (CPI) and Message Buffer Management (MBM) sub-modules. In fact, FlexCAN requests this action to an
external logic.

Workaround

In FlexCAN documentation chapter:

Section "Modes of Operation", bullet "Module Disable Mode":

Where is written:

"This low power mode is entered when the MDIS bit in the MCR Register is asserted. When disabled, the module shuts down the
clocks to the CAN Protocol Interface and Message Buffer Management sub-modules.."

The correct description is:

"This low power mode is entered when the MDIS bit in the MCR Register is asserted by the CPU. When disabled, the module
requests to disable the clocks to the CAN Protocol Interface and Message Buffer Management sub-modules."

Section "Modes of Operation Details", Sub-section "Module Disable Mode":

Where is written:

"This low power mode is entered when the MDIS bit in the MCR Register is asserted. If the module is disabled during Freeze Mode,
it shuts down the clocks to the CPI and MBM sub-modules, sets the LPM_ACK bit and negates the FRZ_ACK bit.."

The correct description is:
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"This low power mode is entered when the MDIS bit in the MCR Register is asserted. If the module is disabled during Freeze Mode,
it requests to disable the clocks to the CAN Protocol Interface (CPI) and Message Buffer Management (MBM) sub-modules, sets
the LPM_ACK bit and negates the FRZ_ACK bit."

ERR005569: ADC: The channel sequence order will be corrupted when a new normal
conversion chain is started prior to completion of a pending normal conversion chain

Description

If One shot mode is configured in the Main Configuration Register (MCR[MODE] = 0) the chained channels are automatically
enabled in the Normal Conversion Mask Register 0 (NCMR0). If the programmer initiates a new chain normal conversion, by
setting MCR[NSTART] = 0x1, before the previous chain conversion finishes, the new chained normal conversion will not follow
the requested sequence of converted channels.

For example, if a chained normal conversion sequence includes three channels in following sequence: channel0, channel1 and
channel2, the conversion sequence is started by MCR[NSTART] = 0x1. The software re-starts the next conversion sequence
when MCR[NSTART] is set to 0x1 just before the current conversion sequence finishes.

The conversion sequence should be: channel0, channel1, channel2, channel0, channel1, channel2.

However, the conversion sequence observed will be: channel0, channel1, channel2, channel1, channel1, channel2. Channel0 is
replaced by channel1 in the second chain conversion and channel1 is converted twice.

Workaround

Ensure a new conversion sequence is not started when a current conversion is ongoing. This can be ensured by issuing the new
conversion setting MCR[NSTART] only when MSR[NSTART] = 0.

Note: MSR[NSTART] indicates the present status of conversion. MSR[NSTART] = 1 means that a conversion is ongoing and
MSR[NSTART] = 0 means that the previous conversion is finished.

ERR050575: eMIOS: Any Unified Channel running in OPWMCB mode may function
improperly if the lead or trail dead time insertion features is used and its timebase is generated
by Unified channel in MCB mode

Description

The Unified channel (UC) configured in Center Aligned Output Pulse Width Modulation Buffered (OPWMCB) mode is not working
properly when:

1. It’s timebase is sourced from the UC configured in Modulus Counter Buffered (MCB) mode.

2. The lead or trail dead time insertion features is used.

3. Its channel prescaler is different than timebase channel prescaler.

Workaround

Channel configured in OPWMCB mode with lead or trail dead time insertion features enabled must have channel prescaler equal
to the timebase channel prescaler configured in MCB mode.

ERR011295: EMIOS: In OPWFMB mode, A1/B1 registers do not get reloaded with A2/B2
register values if counter value returns 0x1 after counter wrap condition

Description

In Output Pulse-Width and Frequency Modulation Buffered (OPWFMB) mode, A1/B1 registers do not get reloaded with A2/B2
register values if counter value returns 0x1 after counter wrap condition.
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In order to avoid the counter wrap condition make sure internal counter value is within the 0x1 to B1 register value range when
the OPWFMB mode is entered. Also overwriting of Channel Count register by forcing 'freeze' in OPWFMB mode should not take
internal counter outside 0x1 to B register value.

Workaround

In order to avoid the counter wrap condition:

1. Make sure internal counter value is within the 0x1 to (B1 register) value range when the OPWFMB mode is entered.

2. Overwrite of Channel Count register by forcing 'freeze' in OPWFMB mode should not be outside the range of 0x1 to (B
register) value.

ERR003326: SIRC - SIRC_CTL[TRIM] does not display correct trim value after reset

Description

The SIRC is trimmed during reset using a factory programmed value stored in flash. After reset this trim value is not visible
at SIRCRC_CTL[TRIM]. Therefore any read-modify-write on the 32-bit register will potentially set the SIRC to an unoptimised
trim value.

Workaround

As the lower 16-bits of SIRC_CTL register only contain the TRIM field it is recommended that if the user wishes to program any
other field they should only access the upper 16-bits of this register.

If the user wishes to calibrate the SIRC this should be performed using the CMU.

ERR011294: EMIOS: OPWFMB and MCB mode counter rollover resets the counter to 0x0
instead of 0x1 as mentioned in the specification

Description

When the enhanced Modular Input/Output System (eMIOS) is used in Output Pulse-Width and Frequency Modulation Buffered
(OPWFMB) or Modulus Counter Buffered (MCB) modes, when the counter rolls over, the counter returns to 0x0 instead of 0x1
as specified in the reference manual.

Workaround

In order to avoid the counter wrap condition:

1. Make sure internal counter value is within the 0x1 to (B1 register) value range when the OPWFMB mode is entered.

2. Overwrite of Channel Count register by forcing 'freeze' in OPWFMB mode should not be outside the range of 0x1 to (B
register) value.

ERR007688: RTC: An API interrupt may be triggered prematurely after programming the API
timeout value

Description

When the API is enabled (RTCC[APIEN]), the API interrupt flag is enabled (RTCC[APIIE]) and the API timeout value
(RTCC[APIVAL]) is programmed the next API interrupt may be triggered before the programmed API timeout value. Successive
API Interrupts will be triggered at the correct time interval.

Workaround

The user must not use the first API interrupt for critical timing tasks.
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ERR003219: MC_CGM: System clock may stop for case when target clock source stops
during clock switching transition

Description

The clock switching is a two step process. The availability of the target clock is first verified. Then the system clock is switched to
the new target clock source within two target clock cycles.

For the case when the FXOSC stops during the required two cycles, the switching process may not complete, causing the system
clock to stop and prevent further clock switching. This may happen if one of the following cases occurs while the system clock
source is switching to FXOSC:

- FXOSC oscillator failure

- SAFE mode request occurs, as this mode will immediately switch OFF the FXOSC (refer to ME_SAFE_MC register configuration)

Workaround

The device is able to recover through any reset event ('functional', 'destructive', internal or external), so typically either the SWT
(internal watchdog) will generate a reset or, in case it is used in the application, the external watchdog will generate an external
reset. In all cases the devices will restart properly after reset.

To reduce the probability that this issue occurs in the application, disable SAFE mode transitions when the device is executing a
mode transition with the FXOSC as the system clock source in the target mode.

ERR011293: EMIOS: For any UC operating in OPWFMB mode the Channel Count register
should not be written with a value greater than Channel B Data register value

Description

For any Unified Channel (UC) running in Output Pulse-Width and Frequency Modulation Buffered (OPWFMB) mode, Channel
Control Register MODE bitfield = 7'h1011000 or 7'h1011010, the internal counter runs from 0x1 to Channel B Data register value.

The internal counter can be overwritten by software using the Chanel Count register during 'freeze' operation.

If a counter wrap occurs due to overwriting of the counter with a value greater than its expiry value (B Data Register value); than
the output signal behavior cannot be guaranteed.

Workaround

For any UC operating in OPWFMB mode the Channel Count register should not be written with a value greater than Channel B
Data register value.

ERR003202: MC_ME: Invalid Configuration not flagged if PLL is on while OSC is off.

Description

PLL clock generation requires oscillator to be on. Mode configuration in which PLLON bit is "1" and OSCON bit is "0" is an invalid
mode configuration. When ME_XXX_MC registers are attempted with such an invalid configuation, ME_IS.I_ICONF is not getting
set which is wrong. Eventually the mode transition did not complete and system hangs.

Workaround

Always program Oscillator to be on when PLL is required.
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ERR007120: NZxC3: DQTAG implemented as variable length field in DQM message

Description

The e200zx core implements the Data Tag (DQTAG) field of the Nexus Data Acquisition Message (DQM) as a variable length
packet instead of an 8-bit fixed length packet. This may result in an extra clock ("beat") in the DQM trace message depending on
the Nexus port width selected for the device.

Workaround

Tools should decode the DQTAG field as a variable length packet instead of a fixed length packet.

ERR001082: DSPI: set up enough ASC time when MTFE=1 and CPHA=1

Description

When the DSPI is being used in the Modified Transfer Format mode (DSPI_MCR[MTFE]=1) with the clock phase set for Data
changing on the leading edge of the clock and captured on the following edge in the DSPI Clock and Transfer Attributes Register
(DSPI_CTARn[CPHA]=1), if the After SCK delay scaler (ASC) time is set to less than 1/2 SCK clock period the DSPI may not
complete the transaction - the TCF flag will not be set, serial data will not received, and last transmitted bit can be truncated.

Workaround

If the Modified Transfer Format mode is required DSPI_MCR[MTFE]=1 with the clock phase set for serial data changing
on the leading edge of the clock and captured on the following edge in the SCK clock (Transfer Attributes Register
(DSPI_CTARn[CPHA]=1) make sure that the ASC time is set to be longer than half SCK clock period.

ERR007953: ME: All peripherals that will be disabled in the target mode must have their
interrupt flags cleared prior to target mode entry

Description

Before entering the target mode, software must ensure that all interrupt flags are cleared for those peripheral that are programmed
to be disabled in the target mode. A pending interrupt from these peripherals at target mode entry will block the mode transition
or possibly lead to unspecified behaviour.

Workaround

For those peripherals that are to be disabled in the target mode the user has 2 options:

1. Mask those peripheral interrupts and clear the peripheral interrupt flags prior to the target mode request.

2. Through the target mode request ensure that all those peripheral interrupts can be serviced by the core.

ERR007322: FlexCAN: Bus Off Interrupt bit is erroneously asserted when soft reset is
performed while FlexCAN is in Bus Off state

Description

Under normal operation, when FlexCAN enters in Bus Off state, a Bus Off Interrupt is issued to the CPU if the Bus Off
Mask bit (CTRL[BOFF_MSK]) in the Control Register is set. In consequence, the CPU services the interrupt and clears the
ESR[BOFF_INT] flag in the Error and Status Register to turn off the Bus Off Interrupt.

In continuation, if the CPU performs a soft reset after servicing the bus off interrupt request, by either requesting a global soft reset
or by asserting the MCR[SOFT_RST] bit in the Module Configuration Register, once MCR[SOFT_RST] bit transitions from 1 to 0
to acknowledge the soft reset completion, the ESR[BOFF_INT] flag (and therefore the Bus Off Interrupt) is re-asserted.
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The defect under consideration is the erroneous value of Bus Off flag after soft reset under the scenario described in the
previous paragraph.

The Fault Confinement State (ESR[FLT_CONF] bit field in the Error and Status Register) changes from 0b11 to 0b00 by the
soft reset, but gets back to 0b11 again for a short period, resuming after certain time to the expected Error Active state (0b00).
However, this late correct state does not reflect the correct ESR[BOFF_INT] flag which stays in a wrong value and in consequence
may trigger a new interrupt service.

Workaround

To prevent the occurrence of the erroneous Bus Off flag (and eventual Bus Off Interrupt) the following soft reset procedure must
be used:

1. Clear CTRL[BOFF_MSK] bit in the Control Register (optional step in case the Bus Off Interrupt is enabled).

2. Set MCR[SOFT_RST] bit in the Module Configuration Register.

3. Poll MCR[SOFT_RST] bit in the Module Configuration Register until this bit is cleared.

4. Wait for 4 peripheral clocks.

5. Poll ESR[FLTCONF] bit in the Error and Status Register until this field is equal to 0b00.

6. Write "1" to clear the ESR[BOFF_INT] bit in the Error and Status Register.

7. Set CTRL[BOFF_MSK] bit in the Control Register (optional step in case the Bus Off Interrupt is enabled).

ERR008951: I2C: Attempting a start cycle while the bus is busy may generate a short clock
pulse

Description

When the I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) is operating in a multi-master network and a start cycle is attempted by the I2C device
when the bus is busy, the attempting master will lose arbitration as expected but a short extra clock cycle is generated in the bus.
After losing arbitration, the master switches to slave mode but it does not detect the short clock pulse. The acknowledge signal
is expected at the ninth clock by the current bus master but it is not sent as expected due to the undetected short clock pulse.

Workaround

Software must ensure that the I2C BUS is idle by checking the bus busy bit in the I2C Bus Status Register (I2C_IBSR.IBB) before
switching to master mode and attempting a Start cycle.

ERR003021: LINFlex: Unexpected LIN timeout in slave mode

Description

If the LINFlex is configured in LIN slave mode, an unexpected LIN timeout event (LINESR[OCF]) may occur during LIN
Break reception.

Workaround

It is recommended to disable this functionality during LINFlex initialization by clearing LINTCSR[IOT] and LINIER[OCIE] bits, and
ignore timeout events.
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ERR003194: ADC: Using the PIT trigger to start a conversion does not work under certain
clock combination.

Description

It is possible for the PIT to start an ADC conversion by enabling the TRGEN bit in the ADC MCR register. However, this does not
work when the clock to the ADC is slower than the system clock.

The clock to the ADC is configured in the CGM_SC_DC2 register in the CGM. The system clock is configured through the Mode
Entry module

Workaround

There are two possible workarounds:

1. Trigger conversions by writing to the ADC registers directly

2. When using the PIT trigger make sure that ADC is running at same clock frequency as the system clock.

ERR003407: FlexCAN: CAN Transmitter Stall in case of no Remote Frame in response to Tx
packet with RTR=1

Description

FlexCAN does not transmit an expected message when the same node detects an incoming Remote Request message asking
for any remote answer.

The issue happens when two specific conditions occur:

1) The Message Buffer (MB) configured for remote answer (with code "a") is the last MB. The last MB is specified by Maximum
MB field in the Module Configuration Register (MCR[MAXMB] ).

2) The incoming Remote Request message does not match its ID against the last MB ID.

While an incoming Remote Request message is being received, the FlexCAN also scans the transmit (Tx) MBs to select the one
with the higher priority for the next bus arbitration. It is expected that by the Intermission field it ends up with a selected candidate
(winner). The coincidence of conditions (1) and (2) above creates an internal corner case that cancels the Tx winner and therefore
no message will be selected for transmission in the next frame. This gives the appearance that the FlexCAN transmitter is stalled
or "stops transmitting".

The problem can be detectable only if the message traffic ceases and the CAN bus enters into Idle state after the described
sequence of events.

There is NO ISSUE if any of the conditions below holds:

a) The incoming message matches the remote answer MB with code "a".

b) The MB configured as remote answer with code "a" is not the last one.

c) Any MB (despite of being Tx or Rx) is reconfigured (by writing its CS field) just after the Intermission field.

d) A new incoming message sent by any external node starts just after the Intermission field.

Workaround

Do not configure the last MB as a Remote Answer (with code "a").
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ERR003269: MC_ME: Peripheral clocks may get incorrectly disabled or enabled after entering
debug mode

Description

If ME_RUN_PCx, ME_LP_PCx, ME_PCTLx registers are changed to enable or disable a peripheral, and the device enters debug
mode before a subsequent mode transition, the peripheral clock gets enabled or disabled according to the new configuration
programmed. Also ME_PSx registers will report incorrect status as the peripheral clock status is not expected to change on debug
mode entry.

Workaround

After modifying any of the ME_RUN_PCx, ME_LP_PCx, ME_PCTLx registers, request a mode change and wait for the mode
change to be completed before entering debug mode in order to have consistent behaviour on peripheral clock control process
and clock status reporting in the ME_PSx registers.
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